It is known that quantum computers can speed up Monte Carlo simulation compared to classical counterparts. There are already some proposals of application of the quantum algorithm to practical problems, including quantitative finance. In many problems in finance to which Monte Carlo simulation is applied, many random numbers are required to obtain one sample value of the integrand, since those problems are extremely highdimensional integrations, for example, risk measurement of credit portfolio. This leads to the situation that the required qubit number is too large in the naive implementation where a quantum register is allocated per random number. In this paper, we point out that we can reduce qubits keeping quantum speed up if we perform calculation similar to classical one, that is, estimate the average of integrand values sampled by a pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) implemented on a quantum circuit. We present not only the overview of the idea but also concrete implementation of PRNG and application to credit risk measurement. Actually, reduction of qubits is a trade-off against increase of circuit depth. Therefore full reduction might be impractical, but such a trade-off between speed and memory space will be important in adjustment of calculation setting considering machine specs, if large-scale Monte Carlo simulation by quantum computer is in operation in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among applications of quantum computers to numerical problems providing higher speed than classical computation is Monte Carlo simulation [1] . It has been shown that estimation error in the quantum-based Monte Carlo is proportional to O(N −1 ), where N is the number of computational steps, compared with O(N −1/2 ) in classical one. Quantitative finance is one of the fields where Monte Carlo simulation is heavily used and there are some proposal to apply the quantum algorithm to financial problem, for example, risk measurement of portfolio [2, 3] and derivative pricing [4, 5] .
In application of the quantum algorithm for Monte Carlo to financial problems, required qubit number might be problematic. Many of such problems are extremely high-dimensional integration and require many independent random numbers to obtain one sample value of integrand. One of the most prominent example is risk measurement of credit portfolio [3] . Credit portfolio consists of many loans or debts and banks suffer losses when obligors default. Banks monitor such credit risks estimating some risk measures, for example, expected loss (EL), value-at-risk (VaR), which represents percentile point (say, 99%) of loss distribution, conditional VaR (CVaR), expectation value of loss conditioned it exceeds the VaR, and so on. One of popular mathematical models describing probability distribution of loss is Merton model [6] and risk measures under the model are usually estimated by Monte Carlo. We describe the model in the later section, but an important point is that the required number of random numbers to determine a default pattern of obligors is nearly equal to the * koichi-miyamoto@fintec.co.jp † k-shiohara@particle.sci.hokudai.ac.jp number of obligors. In other words, it is necessary to generate random numbers as many as obligors to obtain a sample value of the integrand, that is, loss. The number of obligors can be O (10 6 ) for large portfolios, so is the required random number. In the previous work [3] , a quantum register is allocated to represent a random number, so the required qubit number is also O (10 6 ). The qubit number of today's largest quantum computer is O(10), so it will be the far future when machines with such many qubits is realized. Therefore, it is meaningful to consider possibility to reduce qubits.
In this paper, we propose a way to reduce qubits. Although we will explain the detail in the next section, we here describe the outline. In short, it is classical Monte Carlo on a quantum computer. In classical Monte Carlo, we usually generate some sampled patterns of values of random numbers, not all patterns. More concretely, we generate sequences of pseudorandom number (PRN) using some pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) and use each sequence to obtain one sample value of the integrand. Finally, we calculate the average of the sample values and consider it as an approximation of the integral. We can do same thing on a quantum circuit. That is, we can sequentially generate pseudo-random bit strings on a quantum register and calculate the integrand into another register. On a quantum computer, we can parallelly perform such computation and finally obtain the superposition of states in which each of sampled integrand values is realized on a register. Then, we can estimate the average of sample values by methods commonly used in the quantum algorithm for Monte Carlo, for example [7, 8] . This procedure leads to the estimation result same as classical Monte Carlo, but with smaller computational load.
We present not only the idea but also concrete implementation. We propose an example of PRNG which can be easily implemented on quantum circuit. It is permuted congruential generator (PCG) [10] and explained in detail in the later sec-tion. This is the combination of linear congruential method and permutation of bit string and has advantages in the aspect of memory (that is, required qubit number) and computational load (that is, circuit depth) compared to other types of PRNG, for example Mersenne Twister [9] . It is possible to construct the quantum gate which progresses the PCG sequence as we present later.
We also consider application to concrete problems. The first one is credit risk measurement, which is mentioned above. We later present the quantum circuit which calculate sampled values of loss of a credit portfolio using PRNG. The second one is the integration of a simple multi-variable function, that is, a trigonometric function whose phase depends on two variables. We consider this for demonstrative purpose and present not only the circuit but also the numerical result calculated by a simulator.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the overview of our idea. Section III presents concrete implementation of the gate which realizes PCG. In section IV and V we consider application to credit risk measurement and a simple integration, respectively. Section VI contains conclusion and discussion on some issues. Especially, we discuss the trade-off between qubit number and circuit depth and importance of such a memory-speed trade-off on adjustment of calculation configuration, which will be often necessary when large-scale Monte Carlo by quantum computer is in practical operation in the future.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE IDEA: QUANTUM ALGORITHM FOR MONTE CARLO USING PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER

A. Our Idea
Applications of the quantum algorithm for Monte Carlo to high-dimensional integration in financial problems can be found in previous works, especially credit risk measurement in [3] . In the paper, independent random numbers necessary to obtain a value of integrand are represented by different quantum registers, so the number of required qubits N qubit is proportional to the number of random numbers N ran . If N ran is large as in the aforementioned cases, this can lead to shortage of qubits.
Let us see the method in more detail. The way to represent a random number by quantum register is as follows. For example, a qubit with state 1 − p |0 + √ p |1 can be seen as a Bernoulli random number taking 1 with probability p. We can also represent a discretized approximation of a continuous random number like a normal random number on a quantum register [11] . Then, referring to these registers, the value of the integrand is computed into another register and its expectation value is estimated by methods such as [1, 8] . Note that this procedure intends to make a superposition of all possible patterns of random numbers 1 and the integrand value and es-timate the exact expectation value, which we hereafter write as E true . In order to perform Monte Carlo enjoying quantum speedup and reducing qubits, we first note that what we calculate in classical Monte Carlo is different from that in the quantum way. That is, we do not consider all patterns of random number values in the classical Monte Carlo. We sample only a part of patterns of the random numbers and the integrand and take a simple arithmetic average of the sampled integrand values as an approximation for E true . In other words, we calculate E samp , the expectation value under the sample space which consists of a part of samples and the probability measure under which equal probability is allocated to each sample. Besides, in most cases, we use a sequence of PRN on behalf of random numbers to calculate the integrand, since strict randomness is difficult to realize on a classical computer. More concretely, we usually generate a PRN sequence with N samp N ran elements and divide them into N samp subsequences with N ran elements, then use each subsequence to calculate a sample value of the integrand 2 . Our idea is that we estimate not E true but E samp using a quantum computer in the way similar to classical Monte Carlo. The calculation flow is as follows. First, we choose some PRNG which consumes n PRN bits, including random number itself and working space. We assume that we can construct two types of quantum gate: one is P PRN , which progresses a PRN sequence by one step, that is 3 ,
where x n is the n-th element of the PRN sequence, and another is J PRN , which gives x iN ran +1 for given i, that is,
Besides, we determine N samp , the number of samples. For simplicity, we assume N samp = 2 n samp for an integer n samp , which satisfies 0 < n samp < n PRN . Then, 1. Prepare a register R samp with n samp qubits and generate a superposition of |0 , |1 , ..., |N samp − 1 with equal amplitudes, that is,
|i n PRN . This can be done by operating a Hadamard gate to each of n samp qubit.
2. Operate J PRN , then the (iN ran + 1)-th element of the sequence is set to the register R PRN , where i is determined by the state of R samp . These are the starting points of subsequences.
3. Perform a calculation step of the integral referring to R PRN and reflect the result into a register R int . Here,
(a) The method we propose.
(b) The method in previous papers. we assume that the integrand is calculated step-by-step using each random number.
4. Operate P PRN to the register R PRN , then the PRN sequence progresses by one step.
5. Perform a calculation step of the integral referring to R PRN and reflect the result into a register R int .
6. Iterate 4 and 5 until the calculation of the integrand ends. This corresponds to sequential generation of PRN and calculation using it. Finally, we obtain an equiprobable superposition of states, in each of which R int holds a sampled integrand value.
7. Estimate the expectation value of R int by methods like [7, 8] . This is an estimate for the arithmetic average of sampled integrand values, that is, E samp .
The flow of state transformation is as follows:
Here, x (i) n = x iN ran +n and this is the n-th element of the ith subsequence. n int is the qubit number of R int . f N ran is the integrand function, which takes N ran random numbers as arguments. We assume that it is sequentially computed in N ran steps and each step requires a random number and the output of the previous step as inputs. That is, the n-th intermediate value f n is in the following form:
and
, and so on. In the credit risk measurement, which we will consider later, the integrand satisfies this property. We present outline of the quantum circuit for the above method in Figure 1 . We also present that for the method in the previous papers for comparison. In our method, as shown in Figure 1a , after the operation which create a superposition of |x
on R PRN and the gate f 1 , the first step of calculation of the integrand, we sequentially operate P PRN and f n , n-th calculation step. The register which represents (pseudo) random numbers is only R PRN and PRNs x (i) n are sequentially generated on it. The intermediate value of the integrand f n (x 1 , ..., x n ) is calculated into R int using x (i) n and f n−1 (x 1 , ..., x n−1 ) as inputs and finally f N ran (x
On the other hand, in the method in previous works, as shown in Figure 1b , quantum registers R RN,1 , ..., R RN,N ran are prepared to represent all random numbers simultaneously and a superposition of numbers following the desired probability distribution (for example, normal) is generated on each register by the gate 'dist' in Figure 1b . Then, the integrand value is calculated using all of R RN,1 , ..., R RN,N ran at the same time.
Here we make a comment on probability distribution of random number. In the previous method, a random number under the desired distribution is generated on a register using the gate 'dist'. On the other hand, in the method of this paper, sequentially generated PRNs basically obey uniform distribution, since most PRNGs are for that distribution. Therefore, we have to convert uniform random numbers to random numbers obey a desired distribution. Such a conversion is actually a common step in the classical Monte Carlo and there are many well-known methods, for example, the Box-Muller method for standard normal distribution. We assume such a conversion is implementable as a quantum gate and contained in f n . Actually, implementation of trigonometric functions and logarithm, which are necessary to the Box-Muller method, has been investigated in previous papers [13] [14] [15] .
Let us make another comment on how the distribution of the integrand value is taken into account in the method of this paper. In the previous method, the desired distribution of the integrand value is realized through the distribution of random numbers on registers. On the other hand, the distribution of the integrand value is generated through the PRNG in the method of this paper. Although the final state is a superposition of various integrand values with equal probability, the appearance pattern of the value reflects the distribution. For example, if the integrand value obeys distribution with a peak at some value F, the integrand values close to F frequently appear on R int in the set of states compose the final superposition.
B. Relationship between Computational Load and Error
Now, we roughly estimate the relationship between computational load and error in our method. There are two source of error: one is the difference between E samp and E true , which we write as ∆ TrSm , and another is the error of estimation of E samp in the quantum algorithm, which we write as ∆ Est . The former is proportional to N −1/2 samp = 2 −n samp /2 as the classical Monte Carlo. The latter depends on the quantum algorithm, but in many algorithms it is proportional to the inverse of N orac , the number of performing the oracle circuit, which is that in Figure 1a in the current case. Since the computational load N comp is proportional to N orac , the latter error is proportional to N −1 comp as a result. In total, the error in our method behaves as
In the previous method of the quantum-based Monte Carlo, where E true itself is estimated, the first term does not exist, so
On the other hand, the error is proportional to N −1/2 samp in the classical Monte Carlo and the classical computer takes time proportional to N samp to get N samp samples. So the error in the classical Monte Carlo behaves as Figure 2 shows the rough image of the above relationships. ∆ our decreases faster than ∆ class and similar to ∆ prev as N comp increases, although it has a lower bound given by ∆ TrSm . Therefore, in aspects of computational load, our method has an advantage compared to the classical way and is similar to the previous quantum way as long as N samp is large enough. We also note that increasing n samp by a few leads to increase of N samp and decrease of ∆ TrSm by orders of magnitude. N ran N samp cannot exceed P, the period of PRN, but we expect that it is unnecessary to concern such a upper bound, as long as we use a widely-used PRNG, which has a period, say 2 64 . This is much longer than N ran N samp in practice, since each of these is at most 10 6 and the product is at most 10 12 ∼ 2 40 .
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR ON QUANTUM CIRCUIT
A. PCG
We next consider how to implement a PRNG on a quantum circuit, that is, the gates P PRN and J PRN . Remembering the motivation of this work, reduction of qubits, PRNGs which require small working space are desirable. Besides, in order to decrease circuit depth as much as possible, we desire a simpler and shorter calculation step to progress PRN sequence. Of course, the longer period and better statistical property is preferred. We propose PCG [10] as a PRNG which satisfies these properties.
PCG is combination of linear congruential generator (LCG), a popular and elementary PRNG, and permutation of bit string. The n-th element of a PCG sequence x n is recursively defined as follows:
where a, c and m are integer parameters satisfying a > 0, c ≥ 0, m > 0 and the seedx 0 is also given as a integer satisfying 0 ≤x 0 < m.x n is the background sequence and defined by LCG recurrence formula as above. g is the permutation of a bit string, which is explained in detail later. Therefore, the calculation steps to progress a PCG sequence is the sequence of modular multiplication, modular addition and permutation. Besides, for LCG we can easily jump ahead by k steps using the following formula:
Especially, we can obtainx iN ran +1 from a seed x 0 as
(10) Given the above formulae, we can construct quantum gates P PRN and J PRN for PCG. The rough images of the circuit diagrams are shown in Figure 3 . To construct P PRN , we first get back PCG to LCG with the inverse of g, then progress LCG with the f gate is constructed as combination of modular addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and exponentiation |k |x → |k |a k x mod m . Implementation of (modular) adder, multiplier and exponentiator has been investigated in many papers, for example, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Modular subtraction is the inverse of addition. Division by a − 1 modulo m is implemented as multiplication by an integer b such that (a − 1)b ≡ 1 mod m, which can be found by the extended Euclidean algorithm 4 [28] .
There is a comment on implementation of f prog a,c,m . It should be implemented not in the form that it output the result in the register other than the input register, that is, |x |0 → |x | f prog a,c,m (x) , but in the form that it updates the input register itself into the resulting state, that is, |x → | f prog a,c,m (x) . This is because this gate is repeatedly used in the method of this paper, so the qubit number required for the entire calculation explodes if it is necessary to add a register in each calculation step. Most of previous implementation of modular addition are the self-updating type, so can be used with no change. On the other hand, some implementation of modular multiplication output the result into ancilla, |x |0 → |x |ax mod m , but the trick described in [29] solves the problem as follows. First, using an integer a such that aa ≡ 1 mod m, we construct a gate which performs |x |0 → |x |a x mod m and 4 Such b can be found if and only if a − 1 and m are coprime. This condition is satisfied for many of widely used combination of a and m.
its inverse. Then, we can implement the following sequence:
Here, the first, second and third steps are modular multiplication by a, swap and the inverse of modular multiplication by a , respectively.
B. Permutation
It is well-known that LCG suffers from some statistical flaws. [10] points out that performing permutation on LCG enhances its statistical properties. Here, permutation is transformation of binary representation of a PRN to another bit string. We here take some of permutations described in [10] as examples and show how to implement them in quantum circuit.
The first one is random rotation. We first divide a n-bit binary x ∈ Z 2 n into three parts: the top t bits x h t , the middle r bits x m r and the bottom n − t − r bits x b n−t−r , where r is a power of 2 and t = log 2 r. Then random rotation is a map from Z 2 n to Z 2 r defined as
Here,
for an integer k satisfying 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, y = y 1 y 2 ...y r ∈ Z 2 r and ab... represents a bit string whose first digit is a ∈ {0, 1}, second digit is b ∈ {0, 1} and so on. In short, random rotation is clockwise rotation of middle digits of a binary where the Random rotation is easily implemented in quantum circuit using controlled swap gate (Fredkin gate). The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 4 . The middle bits |x m r r is rotated by 2 t−i bits by Rot 2 t−i under the control of the top i-th bit, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. This leads to x h t -bit rotation of x m r . We can construct the gate Rot 2 j , j = 0, 1, ..., t − 1 connecting qubits with swap gates (actually Fredkin gates since these gates are controlled) as follows. Setting J = 2 j ,
• Connect |x t+(r/J−2)·J+1 and |x t+(r/J−1)·J+1 , |x t+(r/J−3)·J+1 and |x t+(r/J−2)·J+1 ,...,|x t+1 and |x t+J+1
• Connect |x t+(r/J−2)·J+2 and |x t+(r/J−1)·J+2 ,|x t+(r/J−3)·J+2 and |x t+(r/J−2)·J+2 ,...,|x t+2 and |x t+J+2
• ...
• Connect |x t+(r/J−2)·J+J and |x t+(r/J−1)·J+J ,|x t+(r/J−3)·J+J and |x t+(r/J−2)·J+J ,...,|x t+J and |x t+J+J That is, there are J groups containing n/J qubits connected by n/J − 1 swap gates. Note that r/J is an integer. The second type of permutation is xorshift. This is a map from Z 2 n to Z 2 n defined as follows:
Here, s is an integer satisfies 1 ≤ s ≤ n − 1 and typically comparable with n, for example, n/2 as proposed in [10] . Note that we do not need to take xorshift over the whole qubits in the PRN register. That is, we can take XOR between top qubits and middle qubits and discard bottom ones, as random rotation. We can construct a gate which performs this permutation using CNOT gates. That is, put NOT on |x n−s+i under control by |x i , for i = 1, ..., s, as shown in Figure 5 . Note the order to set CNOT gates, that is, from bottom to top. This is necessary in the case where s > n/2 so that some middle qubits are used as both a target and a control. Such a qubit must work as a control before it becomes a target.
C. Qubit Number and Circuit Depth
Here, we roughly estimate qubit number and depth of PCG circuits. We focus on P PRN , which is repeatedly used to progress PRN sequences. We consider PCG with r-bit output and n-bit background LCG. n should be so large that the period, 2 n at most, is long enough and r is typically comparable with n. For example, in many of settings considered in [10] , n = 64 and r = 32.
The LCG part consists of modular addition and multiplication and dominant contribution comes from the latter. For n-bit operands, many of proposed modular adder require O(n) qubits including ancilla and O(n) depth. On the other hand, modular multipliers basically require O(n) qubits and O(n 2 ) depth, so this is dominant in the LCG part 5 . The permutation part does not require any ancillas, at least two examples mentioned above. Circuit depth is found as follows. For random rotation on r bits with t = log 2 r control bits, which we considered above, we first note that depth of swap gates in Rot 2 j is r/2 j − 1, since Rot 2 j consists of 2 j groups of r/2 j qubits and r/2 j − 1 swap gates, as explained above. Summing up this for j = 0, 1, ..., t − 1, it is found that the depth of Fredkin gates in the random rotation is 2r − log 2 r − 2, that is, O(r). For xorshift with shift width s, it is obvious that the depth of CNOT gates is s and if s is comparable with r, say s = r/2 as considered in [10] , so is the depth.
In summary, in terms of both ancilla qubit number and circuit depth, dominant contribution comes from a multiplication and is O(n) and O(n 2 ) respectively. Therefore, if each calculation step for integrand f i contains computations heavier than several multiplications, PRN generation makes subdominant contributions to qubit number and circuit depth.
IV. APPLICATION TO CREDIT RISK MEASUREMENT A. Merton Model
Now, let us consider the application of the aforementioned method to the actual problem in finance. We take credit risk measurement, which is mentioned in the introduction, as an example. First, we briefly explain Merton model [6] , which is widely used in practice in many banks.
In this model, the stochastic loss amount L in a credit port-
Figure 4: Quantum gate which performs random rotation.
|x n−s+2 . . . folio consisting of N obl obligors is given as follows:
The meaning of each symbol is as follows. E i is the exposure of the i th obligor, that is, the loss arising if he defaults 6 . 1 C is the indicator function which is 1 if the condition C is satisfied and 0 otherwise. The stochastic variable Z i is interpreted as "the value of the firm" for the i th obligor. We consider that he defaults if Z i becomes smaller than a threshold z i . Usually, given a probability of default p i exogenously, z i is set as
, where Φ SN is the distribution function for standard normal distribution and Φ −1 SN is its inverse. Z i is given 6 Here, we assume that loss given default is 1.
as a linear combination of two independent standard normal random variables x and i . x is common for all obligors and called a systematic risk factor, which is interpreted as a factor reflecting the situation of macro economy 7 . i is called an idiosyncratic risk factor and represents the effect of the matters unique to the i th obligor on his credit. We take the coefficient α i such that 0 < α i < 1, therefore Z i is also standard normal. α i determines the correlation between Z i for different obligors: the larger α i means stronger correlation and larger probability of simultaneous defaults of many obligors.
B. Calculation of Loss Using PRNG on Quantum Circuit
Then, we describe how to calculate credit risk measures using a PRNG on a quantum circuit. What we have to develop
(a) Overview of the quantum circuit. Some ancilla qubits shown in (b) are omitted.
The first, second and fourth registers are R PRN , R x and R L respectively. The third register, to which the result of comparison is output, is omitted in (a). is the circuit which calculate stochastic loss amount L. Once we develop the circuit which create a superposition of states in which the value of the loss is encoded in some register, we can estimate VaR and CVaR as explained in [3] . The difference between the way in this paper and those in previous works is how to create such a superposition. As mentioned in the introduction, calculation flow is similar to that in classical Monte Carlo. The steps to obtain one sample value of L are as follows.
1. Generate a standard normal random variable and let it be x.
2. Set i = 1 and L = 0.
3. Set the first elements of the PRN sequence x 1 .
Calculate
is the conditional probability that the i obligor defaults given x and M PRN is the maximum number that the PRN can take.
Compare x i with Y i (x)
. If the former is smaller than the latter, update L ← L + E i .
6. If i = N obl , finish. Otherwise, progress the PRN sequence to get x i+1 , update i ← i + 1 and go to 4.
This flow is performed by the circuit in Figure 6 . As explained in Section II, we first create a superposition of |x
on R PRN using H ⊗n samp and J PRN . These are starting elements of PRN sequences. Besides, we create a superposition of x, that is, numbers which obey the standard normal distribution in the register R x . This is done by method described in [11] and depicted as the gate 'SN' in Figure 6 . Then, progressing the PRN sequence by P PRN , L is sequentially calculated by f 1 , ..., f N obl .
In f i , at first, x is converted to Y i (x) by the gate Y i 8 . We here simply assume that such a gate exists. In [2, 3] , several ways to calculate such a function on a quantum computer are proposed, for example, linear approximation or piecewise polynomial approximation [13] . Then x i is compared with Y i (x) and a ancillary qubit is set to 1 if x i > Y i (x). Such a comparator has been presented in [30] . With the control by the ancilla, E i is added to the loss register R L . The controlled adder is also presented in previous papers, such as [16] . Finally, the inverses of Y i and comparison are performed to uncompute R x and the ancilla.
V. DEMONSTRATION: APPLICATION TO INTEGRATION OF SIMPLE MULTI-VARIABLE FUNCTION
Although the method proposed in this paper reduces required qubits, the circuit presented in the last section is still too large to perform in simulators or machines which can be publicly used today. We therefore consider a more smallscale problem performable in a simulator. It is an integral of a
(b) Detail of f . Here, |x 1 , ..., |x r are qubits in R PRN used as a r bit random number. |x 1 is the most significant digit and |x r is the least one. Table I : The values of the integral obtained in various ways.
trigonometric function
which is the multi-variable version of the problem considered in [8] . Note that the phase in the sin function depends on N var variables. A naive way to calculate such a multi-variable integration numerically is discretization, that is, taking sum of the integrand values on grid points set with equal interval in each axis,
where N is the number of intervals in each axis. However, in this way, the computational load increases exponentially with the number of variables. So the alternative way is Monte Carlo integration, that is, taking the average of the integrand values on N samp grid points which are randomly sampled using PRNG:
Here, we take PRN sequences {x
..,N var for i = 1, ..., N samp . We assume the PRNG outputs r-bit numbers and they take values in {0, 1, ..., 2 r − 1}. (19) is in the form to which the aforementioned method can be applied. The quantum circuit for this calculation is shown in Figure 7 . In addition to R samp and R PRN , the circuit has a qubit, which we hereafter write as R rot . The value of the integration (19) is encoded into its phase by the gate f in Figure 7 . This gate is a sequence of rotations around y-axis R y controlled by output qubits in R PRN 9 . That is, if R rot is in the state cos α |0 + sin α |1 for some real number α and R PRN is in the state corresponding to a random number x before f , going through it transforms the state as follows:
that is, rotation by the angle x+1/2 2 r θ. Therefore, starting from the state in which all registers are 0, the entire circuit transforms the state as follows:
So the probability to observe |1 is equal to (19) . The probability to observe |1 can be estimated, for example, in the way proposed in [8] , which we here explain briefly.
First we construct the operation
where A corresponds to the entire circuit in Figure 7 1)θ a ) . So, choosing a set of non-negative integers m 0 , m 1 , ..., m M and making N k observations of R rot in |Ψ m k for each m k , we can estimate θ a as the maximum point of the following likelihood function:
where h k is the number of observations where R rot is |1 in |Ψ m k .
We have performed the actual calculation based on the above method using the quantum circuit simulator Qiskit of IBM [31] . The detailed setting is as follows. We estimate the integral (17) for θ = π/6 and N var = 2. Although such a two-dimensional integral can be done analytically, the problem must be small-scale enough to be performed in the simulator and we consider it is sufficient for proof-of-concept. For PRNG, we use LCG with parameters a = 11, c = 0, m = 31 and the seed 1. Then the PRN is 5-bit and the period is 30. We take N samp = 8 sample points, so use 16 elements in the PRN sequence. Of course there are statistical concerns on the estimate based on such a small number of samples generated by such a small-scale PRNG, but it is inevitable in calculation on a simulator and sufficient for the current proof-of-concept purpose. If we can use a real quantum computer with sufficient qubits, say 100, we should use PCG under an appropriate setting: with sufficiently many qubits (say, 32-bit output and 64-bit background LCG), widely-used LCG parameters and permutation recommended in [10] . For the implementation of LCG, we use the adder presented in [27] and construct modular adder, multiplier and exponentiator based on the adder following the way in [16] . For θ a estimation, we take M = 8, N k = 100 and m k = 2 k , as in [8] . We show the result in Table I . At the time when the integral (17) is approximated as (19) , some error arises. This is the difference between (i) and (ii) in Table I , which will become smaller if we can take more sample points generated by a larger-scale PRNG. Estimation by quantum computer should converge to (ii), and the estimation obtained actually (iii) is close to (ii) as expected.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we considered reduction of qubit number in the quantum algorithm for Monte Carlo. Although its application to problems in finance are proposed in previous works, high-dimensionality of some of such problems requires many qubits if a quantum register is prepared for each of random numbers required to calculate one sample value of the integrand. Especially, for credit risk measurement, the required qubit number is proportional to the number of obligors, which can be O (10 6 ). Then we proposed a novel way to reduce the qubit number. Considering the difference between what we calculate in the previous way of quantum-based Monte Carlo and that in classical Monte Carlo, we pointed out that estimating the average of sampled integrand values, which is calculated in classical Monte Carlo, by the quantum algorithm provides us with both quantum speed-up and qubit reduction. We saw that such a way is realized by the PRNG on quantum computer and presented a candidate for a PRNG implementable on a quantum computer, PCG, with concrete circuit diagrams. We also described how to implement credit risk measurement using PRNG on quantum computer and demonstrated a simple integral on a quantum circuit simulator as a proof-of-concept.
As a final note, let us consider the trade-off between qubit number and circuit depth. It is clear that qubit number reduction proposed in this paper increases circuit depth. It is change of the design of the circuit, from that parallelly generate random numbers in different registers to that sequentially generate them in a register 10 . Therefore, circuit depth is now proportional to the number of random numbers N ran 11 . This might make full reduction of qubit number by this way impractical. Without quantum error correction [32] [33] [34] , which is expected not to be realized in near-term quantum computer, such a deep circuit will not be performable. Even if a machine with error correction is developed, deep circuits might suffer from long runtime of fault-tolerant gates [3, 35] and quantum computation with small computational load might not necessarily lead to short computational time.
However, we consider the above trade-off itself meaningful. Even if a quantum computer with large qubit number becomes in operation in the future, management of memory (that is, qubit) will be an important issue when it is applied to large-scale problems such as credit risk measurement. That is, when fully parallel computation is impossible due to shortage of memory, we have to perform some procedures in sequence. This is an issue which frequently arises also in today's classical computation.
The method proposed in this paper provides a way to solve such a problem in large-scale Monte Carlo simulation by quantum computer. Consider the situation where N ran random numbers are required to calculate the integrand but the available machine has so small number of qubits that only N ran /n random numbers can be generated at the same time, where n is an integer satisfying n ≥ 2. In such a case, we can parallelly generate N ran /n PRN sequences with n elements, calculate a part of the integrand using the elements in each sequence oneby-one and finally merge partial results to obtain the entire integrand value 12 . This leads to the circuit depth proportional to n. This is partial but maximum parallelism which can be done in the machine, although the depth is n times larger than the full parallelism.
